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PREFACE

If you would not be forgotten,
As soon as you are dead and rotten,
Either write things worthy reading,
Or do things worth the writing.
-Benjamin Franklin

Network flows is an exciting field that brings together what many students, practitioners, and researchers like best about the mathematical and computational sciences. It couples deep intellectual content with a remarkable range of applicability,
covering literally thousands of applications in such wide-ranging fields as chemistry
and physics, computer networking, most branches of engineering, manufacturing,
public policy and social systems, scheduling and routing, telecommunications, and
transportation. It is classical, dating from the work of Gustav Kirchhoff and other
eminent physical scientists of the last century, and yet vibrant and current, bursting
with new results and new approaches. Its heritage is rooted in the traditional fields
of mechanics, engineering, and applied mathematics as well as the contemporary
fields of computer science and operations research.
In writing this book we have attempted to capture these varied perspectives
and in doing so to fill a need that we perceived for a comprehensive text on network
flows that would bring together the old and the new, and provide an integrative view
of theory, algorithms, and applications. We have attempted to design a book that
could be used either as an introductory or advanced text for upper-level undergraduate or graduate students or as a reference for researchers and practitioners.
We have also strived to make the coverage of this material as readable, accessible,
and insightful as possible, particularly for readers with a limited background in computer science and optimization.
The book has the following features:
• In-depth and self-contained treatment of shortest path, maximum flow, and
minimum cost flow problems, including descriptions of new and novel polynomial-time algorithms for these core models.
• Emphasis on powerful algorithmic strategies and analysis tools, such as data
scaling, geometric improvement arguments, and potential function arguments.
• An easy-to-understand description of several important data structures, including d-heaps, Fibonacci heaps, and dynamic trees.
• Treatment of other important topics in network optimization and of practical
solution techniques such as Lagrangian relaxation.
xi

• Each new topic introduced by a set of applications and an entire chapter devoted to applications.
• A special chapter devoted to conducting empirical testing of algorithms.
• Over 150 applications of network flows to a variety of engineering, management, and scientific domains.
• Over 800 exercises that vary in difficulty, including many that develop extensions of material covered in the text.
• Approximately 400 figures that illustrate the material presented in the text.
• Extensive reference notes that provide readers with historical contexts and
with guides to the literature.
As indicated by this list, we have not attempted to cover all topics at the same
level of depth, but instead, have treated certain core topics more extensively than
others. Moreover, although we have focused on the design and analysis of efficient
algorithms, we have also placed considerable emphasis on applications.
In attempting to streamline the material in this book and present it in an integrated fashion, we have devoted considerable time, and in several cases conducted
research, to improve our presentation. As a result, our coverage of some topics
differs from the discussion in the current literature. We hope that this approach will
not lead to any confusion, and that it will, in fact, promote a better understanding
of the material and uncover new connections between topics that might not appear
to be so related in the literature.

TO INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS
We have attempted to write this book so that it is accessible to students with many
backgrounds. Although students require some mathematical maturity-for example,
a basic understanding of proof techniques-and some familiarity with computer
programming, they need not be specialists in mathematics, computer science, or
optimization. Some basic knowledge of these topics would undoubtedly prove to be
useful in using this book. In Chapter 3 and Appendices A, B, and C, we have provided
some of this general background.
The book contains far more material than anyone could possibly cover in a
one-semester course. Chapters 1 to 3, 19, selected material from Chapters 5 to 12,
16, and 17, and portions of Chapters 13 to 15 and 18 would serve as a broad-based
course on network flows and network optimization. Because the chapters are generally modular, instructors might use the introductory material in the first few sections of each chapter as well as a selection of additional material for chapters that
they would not want to cover in their entirety. An advanced course on algorithms
might focus on Chapter 4 to 12, covering the material in these chapters in their
entirety.
In teaching the algorithms in this book, we feel that it is important to understand
the underlying methods of algorithm design and analysis as well as specific results.
Therefore, we encourage both instructors and students to refer frequently back to
Chapter 3 and its discussion of algorithm design and analysis.
Many of the topics that we have examined in this book are specially structured
xii
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linear programs. Therefore, we could have adopted a linear programming approach
while presenting much of the material. Instead, with the exception of Chapter 17
and parts of Chapters 15 and 16, we have argued almost exclusively from first principles and adopted a network or graphical viewpoint. We believe that this approach,
while occasionally imposing a less streamlined development than might be possible
using linear programming, offers several advantages. First, the material is readily
accessible to a wider audience. Second, this approach permits students who are not
optimization specialists to learn many of the ideas of linear programming in a concrete setting with easy geometric and algebraic interpretations; it also permits students with prior knowledge of linear programming to refine their understanding by
seeing material in a different light. In fact, when the audience for a course has a
background in linear programming, we would encourage instructors and students to
make explicit connections between our coverage and more general results in linear
programming.
Although we have included some numerical exercises that test basic understanding of material presented in the text, many of the exercises address applications
or theory. Instructors might like to use this material, with suitable amplification, as
lecture material. Instructors wishing more numerical examples might modify the
ones we have provided.

TO OUB GENERAL READERS
Professionals in applied mathematics, computer science, engineering, and management science/operations research as well as practitioners in a variety of application
domains might wish to extract specific information from the text without covering
the book in detail. Since the book is organized primarily by model type (e.g., shortest
path or spanning tree problems), readers have ready access to the material along
these dimensions. For a guide to applications, readers might consult Section 19.10,
which contains a set of tables summarizing the various network flow applications
that we have considered in the text. The end-of-chapter reference notes also contain
references to a number of applications that we have either not discussed or considered only in the exercises. For the most part, with the exception of applications, we
have been selective in our citations to the literature. Many of the general references
that we have mentioned at the end of Chapter 1 contain more detailed references
to the literature.
We have described many algorithms in this book using a pseudocode that should
be understandable to readers with any passing familiarity with computer programming. This approach provides us with a certain degree of universality in describing
algorithms, but also requires that those wishing to use the algorithms must translate
them into specific programming languages and add material such as input/output and
error handling procedures that will be implementation dependent.

FEEDBACK
Any book of this size and complexity will undoubtedly contain errors; moreover,
in writing this book, we might have inadvertently not given proper credit to everyone
deserving recognition for specific results. We would be pleased to learn about any
Preface
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comments that you might have about this book, including errors that you might find.
Please direct any feedback as follows:
Professor James B. Orlin
Sloan School of Management, MIT
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
e-mail: jorlin@eagle.mit.edu
fax: 617-258-7579
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1
INTRODUCTION

Begin at the beginning ... and go on till you come to the end:
then stop.
-Lewis Carroll
ClJapter Outline

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Introduction
Network Flow Problems
Applications
Summary

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Everywhere we look in our daily lives, networks are apparent. Electrical and power
networks bring lighting and entertainment into our homes. Telephone networks permit us to communicate with each other almost effortlessly within our local communities and across regional and international borders. National highway systems,
rail networks, and airline service networks provide us with the means to cross great
geographical distances to accomplish our work, to see our loved ones, and to visit
new places and enjoy new experiences. Manufacturing and distribution networks
give us access to life's essential foodstock and to consumer products. And computer
networks, such as airline reservation systems, have changed the way we share information and conduct our business and personal lives.
In all of these problem domains, and in many more, we wish to move some
entity (electricity, a consumer product, a person or a vehicle, a message) from one
point to another in an underlying network, and to do so as efficiently as possible,
both to provide good service to the users of the network and to use the underlying
(and typically expensive) transmission facilities effectively. In the most general
sense, this objective is what this book is all about. We want to learn how to model
application settings as mathematical objects known as network flow problems and
to study various ways (algorithms) to solve the resulting models.
Network flows is a problem domain that lies at the cusp between several fields
of inquiry, including applied mathematics, computer science, engineering, management, and operations research. The field has a rich and long tradition, tracing its
roots back to the work of Gustav Kirchhof and other early pioneers of electrical
engineering and mechanics who first systematically analyzed electrical circuits. This
early work set the foundations of many of the key ideas of network flow theory and
established networks (graphs) as useful mathematical objects for representing many
1

physical systems. Much of this early work was descriptive in nature, answering such
questions as: If we apply a set of voltages to a given network, what will be the
resulting current flow? The set of questions that we address in this book are a bit
different: If we have alternative ways to use a network (i.e., send flow), which
alternative will be most cost-effective? Our intellectual heritage for answering such
questions is much more recent and can be traced to the late 1940s and early 1950s
when the research and practitioner communities simultaneously developed optimization as an independent field of inquiry and launched the computer revolution,
leading to the powerful instruments we know today for performing scientific and
managerial computations.
For the most part, in this book we wish to address the following basic questions:
1. Shortest path problem. What is the best way to traverse a network to get from
one point to another as cheaply as possible?
2. Maximum flow problem. If a network has capacities on arc flows, how can we
send as much flow as possible between two points in the network while honoring
the arc flow capacities?
3. Minimum cost flow problem. If we incur a cost per unit flow on a network with
arc capacities and we need to send units of a good that reside at one or more
points in the network to one or more other points, how can we send the material
at minimum possible cost?

In the sense of traditional applied and pure mathematics, each of these problems
is trivial to solve. It is not very difficult (but not at all obvious for the later two
problems) to see that we need only consider a finite number of alternatives for each
problem. So a traditional mathematician might say that the problems are well solved:
Simply enumerate the set of possible solutions and choose the one that is best.
Unfortunately, this approach is far from pragmatic, since the number of possible
alternatives can be very large-more than the number of atoms in the universe for
many practical problems! So instead, we would like to devise algorithms that are in
a sense "good," that is, whose computation time is small, or at least reasonable,
for problems met in practice. One way to ensure this objective is to devise algorithms
whose running time is guaranteed not to grow very fast as the underlying network
becomes larger (the computer science, operations research, and applied mathematics
communities refer to the development of algorithms with such performance guarantees as worst-case analysis). Developing algorithms that are good in this sense is
another major theme throughout this book, and our development builds heavily on
the theory of computational complexity that began to develop within computer science, applied mathematics, and operations research circles in the 1970s, and has
flourished ever since.
The field of computational complexity theory combines both craftsmanship and
theory; it builds on a confluence of mathematical insight, creative algorithm design,
and the careful, and often very clever use of data structures to devise solution methods that are provably good in the sense that we have just mentioned. In the field of
network flows, researchers devised the first, seminal contributions of this nature in
the 1950s before the field of computational complexity theory even existed as a
separate discipline as we know it today. And throughout the last three decades,
2
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researchers have made a steady stream of innovations that have resulted in new
solution methods and in improvements to known methods. In the past few years,
however, researchers have made contributions to the design and analysis of network
flow algorithms with improved worst-case performance guarantees at an explosive,
almost dizzying pace; moreover, these contributions were very surprising: Throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, network flows had evolved into a rather mature
field, so much so that most of the research and practitioner communities believed
that the core models that we study in this book were so very well understood that
further innovations would be hard to come by and would be few and far between.
As it turns out, nothing could have been further from the truth.
Our presentation is intended to reflect these new developments; accordingly,
we place a heavy emphasis on designing and analyzing good algorithms for solving
the core optimization models that arise in the context of network flows. Our intention
is to bring together and synthesize the many new contributions concerning efficient
network flow algorithms with traditional material that has evolved over the past four
decades. We have attempted to distill and highlight some of the essential core ideas
(e.g., scaling and potential function arguments) that underlie many of the recent
innovations and in doing so to give a unified account of the many algorithms that
are now available. We hope that this treatment will provide our readers not only
with an accessible entree to these exciting new developments, but also with an
understanding of the most recent and advanced contributions from the literature.
Although we are bringing together ideas and methodologies from applied mathematics, computer science, and operations research, our approach has a decidedly
computer science orientation as applied to certain types of models that have traditionally arisen in the context of managing a variety of operational systems (the
foodstuff of operations research).
We feel that a full understanding of network flow algorithms and a full appreciation for their use requires more than an in-depth knowledge of good algorithms
for core models. Consequently, even though this topic is our central thrust, we also
devote considerable attention to describing applications of network flow problems.
Indeed, we feel that our discussion of applications throughout the text, in the exercises, and in a concluding chapter is one of the major distinguishing features of
our coverage.
We have not adopted a linear programming perspective throughout the book,
however, because we feel there is much to be gained from a more direct approach,
and because we would like the material we cover to be readily accessible to readers
who are not optimization specialists. Moreover, we feel that an understanding of
network flow problems from first principles provides a useful concrete setting from
which to draw considerable insight about more general linear programs.
Similarly, since several important variations of the basic network flow problems
are important in practice, or in placing network flows in the broader context of the
field of combinatorial optimization, we have also included several chapters on additional topics: assignments and matchings, minimum spanning trees, models with
convex (instead of linear) costs, networks with losses and gains, and multicommodity
flows. In each of these chapters we have not attempted to be comprehensive, but
rather, have tried to provide an introduction to the essential ideas of the topics.
The Lagrangian relaxation chapter permits us to show how the core network
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models arise in broader problem contexts and how the algorithms that we have
developed for the core models can be used in conjunction with other methods to
solve more complex problems that arise frequently in practice. In particular, this
discussion permits us to introduce and describe the basic ideas of decomposition
methods for several important network optimization models-constrained shortest
paths, the traveling salesman problem, vehicle routing problem, multicommodity
flows, and network design.
Since the proof of the pudding is in the eating, we have also included a chapter
on some aspects of computational testing of algorithms. We devote much of our
discussion to devising the best possible algorithms for solving network flow problems, in the theoretical sense of computational complexity theory. Although the
theoretical model of computation that we are using has proven to be a valuable guide
for modeling and predicting the performance of algorithms in practice, it is not a
perfect model, and therefore algorithms that are not theoretically superior often
perform best in practice. Although empirical testing of algorithms has traditionally
been a valuable means for investigating algorithmic ideas, the applied mathematics,
computer science, and operations research communities have not yet reached a
consensus on how to measure algorithmic performance empirically. So in this chapter
we not only report on computational experience with an algorithm we have presented, but also offer some thoughts on how to measure computational performance
and compare algorithms.
1.2 NETWORK FLOW PROBLEMS

In this section we introduce the network flow models we study in this book, and in
the next section we present several applications that illustrate the practical importance of these models. In both the text and exercises throughout the remaining
chapters, we introduce many other applications. In particular, Chapter 19 contains
a more comprehensive summary of applications with illustrations drawn from several
specialties in applied mathematics, engineering, lpgistics, manufacturing, and the
physical sciences.

Minimum Cost Flow Problem
The minimum cost flow model is the most fundamental of all network flow problems.
Indeed, we devote most of this book to the minimum cost flow problem, special
cases of it, and several of its generalizations. The problem is easy to state: We wish
to determine a least cost shipment of a commodity through a network in order to
satisfy demands at certain nodes from available supplies at other nodes. This model
has a number of familiar applications: the distribution of a product from manufacturing plants to warehouses, or from warehouses to retailers; the flow of raw material
and intermediate goods through the various machining stations in a production line;
the routing of automobiles through an urban street network; and the routing of calls
through the telephone system. As we will see later in this chapter and in Chapters
9 and 19, the minimum cost flow model also has many less transparent applications.
In this section we present a mathematical programming formulation of the
minimum cost flow problem and then describe several of its specializations and
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variants as well as other basic models that we consider in later chapters. We assume
our readers are familiar with the basic notation and definitions of graph theory; those
readers without this background might consult Section 2.2 for a brief account of this
material.
Let G = (N, A) be a directed network defined by a set N of n nodes and a
set A of m directed arcs. Each arc (i, j) E A has an associated cost Cij that denotes
the cost per unit flow on that arc. We assume that the flow cost varies linearly with
the amount of flow. We also associate with each arc (i, j) E A a capacity Uij that
denotes the maximum amount that can flow on the arc and a lower bound lij that
denotes the minimum amount that must flow on the arc. We associate with each
node i E N an integer number b(i) representing its supply/demand. If b(i) > 0, node
i is a supply node; if b(i) < 0, node i is a demand node with a demand of - b(i); and
if b(i) = 0, node i is a transshipment node. The decision variables in the minimum
cost flow problem are arc flows and we represent the flow on an arc (i,}) E A by
Xij. The minimum cost flow problem is an optimization model formulated as follows:

2

Minimize

(l.la)

CijXij

(i,j)EA

subject to

2
{j:(i,j)EA}

2

Xij -

Xj; = b(i)

for all (i,}) E A,
where 27= 1 b(i)
as follows:

=

for all i E N,

(l.Ib)

{j:(j,i)EA}

(l.Ic)

O. In matrix form, we represent the minimum cost flow problem
(l.2a)

Minimize cx
subject to
I

=

b,

(l.2b)

:5 X :5 U.

(l.2c)

Xx

In this formulation, X is an n x m matrix, called the node-arc incidence matrix
of the minimum cost flow problem. Each column X ij in the matrix corresponds to
the variable Xij. The column X ij has a + 1 in the ith row, a -1 in the jth row; the
rest of its entries are zero.
We refer to the constraints in (l.Ib) as mass balance constraints. The first
term in this constraint for a node represents the total outflow of the node (i.e., the
flow emanating from the node) and the second term represents the total inflow of
the node (i.e., the flow entering the node). The mass balance constraint states that
the outflow minus inflow must equal the supply/demand of the node. If the node is
a supply node, its outflow exceeds its innow; if the node is a demand node, its inflow
exceeds its outflow; and if the node is a transshipment node, its outflow equals its
inflow. The flow must also satisfy the lower bound and capacity constraints (1.1 c),
which we refer to asflow bound constraints. The flow bounds typically model physical capacities or restrictions imposed on the flows' operating ranges. In most applications, the lower bounds on arc flows are zero; therefore, if we do not state
lower bounds for any problem, we assume that they have value zero.
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In most parts of the book we assume that the data are integral (i.e., all arc
capacities, arc costs, and supplies/demands of nodes are integral). We refer to this
assumption as the integrality assumption. The integrality assumption is not restrictive for most applications because we can always transform rational data to integer
data by mUltiplying them by a suitably large number. Moreover, we necessarily need
to convert irrational numbers to rational numbers to represent them on a computer.
The following special versions of the minimum cost flow problem playa central
role in the theory and applications of network flows.

Shortest path problem. The shortest path problem is perhaps the simplest
of all network flow problems. For this problem we wish to find a path of minimum
cost (or length) from a specified source node s to another specified sink node t,
assuming that each arc (i, j) E A has an associated cost (or length) Cij' Some of the
simplest applications of the shortest path problem are to determine a path between
two specified nodes of a network that has minimum length, or a path that takes least
time to traverse, or a path that has the maximum reliability. As we will see in our
later discussions, this basic model has applications in many different problem domains, such as equipment replacement, project scheduling, cash flow management,
message routing in communication systems, and traffic flow through congested cities.
If we set b(s) = 1, b(t) = - 1, and b(i) = 0 for all other nodes in the minimum
cost flow problem, the solution to the problem will send 1 unit of flow from node s
to node t along the shortest path. The shortest path problem also models situations
in which we wish to send flow from a single-source node to a single-sink node in an
uncapacitated network. That is, if we wish to send v units of flow from node s to
node t and the capacity of each arc of the network is at least v, we would send the
flow along a shortest path from node s to node t. If we want to determine shortest
paths from the source node s to every other node in the network, then in the minimum
cost flow problem we set b(s) = (n - 1) and b(i) = - 1 for all other nodes. [We
can set each arc capacity Uij to any number larger than (n - 1).] The minimum cost
flow solution would then send unit flow from node s to every other node i along a
shortest path.
Maximum flow problem. The maximum flow problem is in a sense a complementary model to the shortest path problem. The shortest path problem models
situations in which flow incurs a cost but is not restricted by any capacities; in
contrast, in the maximum flow problem flow incurs no costs but is restricted by flow
bounds. The maximum flow problem seeks a feasible solution that sends the maximum amount of flow from a specified source node s to another specified sink node
t. If we interpret uijas the maximum flow rate of arc (i,j), the maximum flow problem
identifies the maximum steady-state flow that the network can send from node s to
node t per unit time. Examples of the maximum flow problem include determining
the maximum steady-state flow of (1) petroleum products in a pipeline network, (2)
cars in a road network, (3) messages in a telecommunication network, and (4) electricity in an electrical network. We can formulate this problem as a minimum cost
flow problem in the following manner. We set b(i) = 0 for all i E N, Cij = 0 for all
(i, j) E A, and introduce an additional arc (t, s) with cost C ts = - 1 and flow bound
U ts = 00. Then the minimum cost flow solution maximizes the flow on arc (t, s); but
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since any flow on arc (t, s) must travel from node s to node t through the arcs in A
[since each b(i) = 0], the solution to the minimum cost flow problem will maximize
the flow from node s to node t in the original network.

Assignment problem. The data of the assignment problem consist of two
equally sized sets Nt and N z (i.e., / Nt / = / N z /), a collection of pairs A ~ Nt x
N z representing possible assignments, and a cost cij associated with each element
(i, j) E A. In the assignment problem we wish to pair, at minimum possible cost,
each object in Nt with exactly one object in N z . Examples of the assignment problem
include assigning people to projects, jobs to machines, tenants to apartments, swimmers to events in a swimming meet, and medical school graduates to available internships. The assignment problem is a minimum cost flow problem in a network
G = (Nt U N 2 , A) with b(i) = 1 for all i E N l , b(i) = -1 for all i E N 2 , and
uij = 1 for all (i, j) E A.
Transportation problem. The transportation problem is a special case of
the minimum cost flow problem with the property that the node set N is partitioned
into two subsets NJ and N z (of possibly unequal cardinality) so that (1) each node
in Nl is a supply node, (2) each node N z is a demand node, and (3) for each arc
(i,j) inA, i E Nt andj E N z . The classical example of this problem is the distribution
of goods from warehouses to customers. In this context the nodes in N 1 represent
the warehouses, the nodes in N2 represent customers (or, more typically, customer
zones), and an arc (i, j) in A represents a distribution channel from warehouse i to
customer j.
Circulation problem. The circulation problem is a minimum cost flow problem with only transshipment nodes; that is, b(i) = 0 for all i E N. In this instance
we wish to find a feasible flow that honors the lower and upper bounds lij and Uij
imposed on the arc flows Xij' Since we never introduce any exogenous flow into the
network or extract any flow from it, all the flow circulates around the network. We
wish to find the circulation that has the minimum cost. The design of a routing
schedule of a commercial airline provides one example of a circulation problem. In
this setting, any airplane circulates among the airports of various cities; the lower
bound lij imposed on an arc (i, j) is 1 if the airline needs to provide service between
cities i and j, and so must dispatch an airplane on this arc (actually, the nodes will
represent a combination of both a physical location and a time of day so that an arc
connects, for example, New York City at 8 A.M. with Boston at 9 A.M.).
In this book, we also study the following generalizations of the minimum cost
flow problem.

Convex cost flow problems. In the minimum cost flow problem, we assume
that the cost of the flow on any arc varies linearly with the amount of flow. Convex
cost flow problems have a more general cost structure: The cost is a convex function
of the amount of flow. Flow costs vary in a convex manner in numerous problem
settings, including (1) power losses in an electrical network due to resistance, (2)
congestion costs in a city transportation network, and (3) expansion costs of a communication network.
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